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Some Notes on the Impersonal
Construction in Japanese
Hiroyuki Ura
Synopsis: It has often been claimed in the literature on Japanese syn-
tax that the EPP is not effective in Japanese; as a consequence, Japa-
nese does not have any kind of expletive. On the other hand, many re-
searchers with a strong inclination toward comparative/contrastive
studies on natural language syntax have recently hypothesized that the
EPP is effective universally. The purpose of this paper is to demon-
strate that, through analyzing the construction consisting of the verb
omowe(r) in Japanese, which superficially resembles the dative subject
construction (hereafter, DSC) in that both constructions have the dative
-marked experiencer as their primary argument, the omowe(r) -
construction is resistant to the operation that gets the dative experi-
encer to assume subjecthood, the operation which is allowed in the da-
tive subject construction; therefrom, it is concluded that the omowe(r) -
construction (hereafter, OC) should count as a kind of impersonal con-
struction. Then, it follows that Japanese allows a null expletive, and
hence, this lends strong support to the claim that the EPP is univer-
sally effective.
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1. Dative Subjects in Japanese
1. 1. Data
It has been well established in the literature (Shibatani 1977, 1999;
Perlmutter 1984; Ura 1996, 1999a, 2000a) that Japanese allows the
DSC, in which the dative-marked DP in a tensed clause with a stative/
potential predicate assumes subjecthood. The sentences in (1) exemplify
the Japanese DSC:
( 1 ) a. Taro-ni Hanako-ga simpai-na koto
-DAT -NOM worry-COPULAR(INF) fact
３１０
‘the fact that Taro worries about Mary.’
b. Taro-ni hadena kiji-ga kak-er-u (koto)
-DAT provocative article-NOM write-POTENTIAL-PRES fact
‘(the fact that) Taro can write a provocative article.’
Because the dative-marked DPs in (1) show the following properties, it
has been inferred that they assume subjecthood: first, they can bind a
subject-oriented anaphor:
( 2 ) a. Tarok-ni [zibunk-no musuko]-ga simpai-na koto
-DAT SELF-GEN son -NOM worry-COP(INF) fact
‘the fact that Tarok worries about SELFk’s son.’
b. Tarok-ni [zibunk-no gosippu]-ga kak-er-u (koto)
-DAT SELF-GEN gossip -NOM write-POT-PRES fact
‘(the fact that) Tarok can write a gossip about SELFk. ’
The subject-oriented anaphora zibun in Japanese cannot be bound by
any non-subject DP even if it is c-commanded, as the ill-formedness of
(3) shows:
( 3 ) John-gak Mary-oj [zibunk/*j-no sensei]-ni hikiawaser-(ar)er-u (koto)
-NOM -ACC SELF-GEN teacher -to introduce-POT-PRES fact
‘(the fact that) Johnk can introduce Maryj to SELFk/*j’s teacher.’
The well-formedness of (4) below, where the non-subject oriented reflex-
ive kanojo-zisin is properly bound by Mary, shows that Mary indeed c-
commands, but not binds, zibun in (3):
( 4 ) John-gak Mary-oj [kanojo-zisink/j-no sensei]-ni
-NOM -ACC her-SELF-GEN teacher -to
hikiawaser-(ar)er-u (koto)
introduce-POT-PRES fact
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‘(the fact that) Johnk can introduce Maryj to her-SELFk/j’s teacher.’
The conclusion is that the dative-marked DP in the DSC can bind a
subject-oriented anaphor in Japanese.
Secondly, the dative-marked DP in the Japanese DSC can control
the missing subject of a subordinate-adjunct clause (i.e., PRO); hence,
the example in (5) sounds perfectly acceptable:
( 5 ) [PROk sutoraiki-o yat-tei-nagara], roodoosyak -ni(-wa) sono
strike-ACC do-PROG-while workers-DAT(-TOP) its
mokuteki-ga wakara-nakat-ta.
purpose-NOM understand-NEG-PAST
‘While PROk being on strike, the workersk did not understand its
purpose.’
(Perlmutter 1984: 321)
As the ill-formedness of (6) below shows, however, PRO in the Japanese
-nagara construction cannot be controlled by any non-subject (see
Perlmutter 1984):
( 6 ) [PROk/*j ongaku-o kiki-nagara], Johnk-ga Mary-oj damasi-ta.
music-ACC listen to-while -NOM -ACC cheat-PAST
‘While PROk/*j listening to music, Johnk cheated Maryj. ’
Here it is important to notice that, as shown in (3) and (6), it is the
nominative-marked DP that has the ability to bind a subject-oriented
reflexive and the ability to control the missing subject of a subordinate-
adjunct clause when the clause is an ordinary transitive clause with the
nominative-accusative pattern.
Thirdly, the dative-marked DP in the Japanese DSC can induce a
kind of subject-agreement. Consider (7):
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( 7 ) a. Yamada-sensei-ga seito-o o-tasuke-ni nar-ta.
Prof. Yamada-NOM student-ACC HON-help-to become-PAST
‘Prof. Yamada helped a student.’
b.* Seito-ga Yamada-sensei-o o-tasuke-ni nar-ta.
student-NOM Prof. Yamada-ACC HON-help-to become-PAST
‘A student helped Prof. Yamada.’
Given Harada’s (1976) well-known observation that the so-called subject
-honorification in Japanese is induced solely by the element with the
GRSUBJECT,1 the well-formedness of (7a), in which the honorable DP
Yamada-sensei ‘Prof. Yamada’ is marked as nominative, show that the
DP assumes subjecthood in (7a). On the other hand, the ill-formedness
of (7b) results from the fact that the honorable DP Yamada-sensei ‘Prof.
Yamada’ does not count as SUBJECT. These observations lead to the con-
clusion that the nominative-marked DP in a tensed clause with the NOM
-ACC pattern in Japanese counts as SUBJECT in the clause.
With this conclusion in mind, take a look at (8):
( 8 ) Yamada-sensei-ni [ sono mondai]-ga o-wakari-ni
Prof. Yamada-DAT that problem -NOM HON-understand-to
nar-u (koto)
become-PRES fact
‘Prof. Yamada understands that problem.’ (Perlmutter 1984: 323)
The well-formedness of (8) shows that the honorable DP Yamada-sensei
‘Prof. Yamada’ in (8), though being marked as dative, can induce subject
agreement; whence, it follows that the dative-marked DP in the Japa-
nese DSC counts as SUBJECT.
To sum up these three observations concerning the subjecthood of
the dative-marked DP in the Japanese DSC, the claim is confirmed that
Japanese allows the dative-marked DP in a tensed clause with a stative
/potential predicate to assume subjecthood.2
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1. 2. Explanation
Given the cross-linguistic observation that the DSC is detected only in
the null-subject languages is correct, Ura (2000a) attempts to explicate
the theoretical deduction of this observation as in the following fashion.
First, it is essential to assume, following Safir (1985) and Ura (1994,
1996), that the null subject in a language L appears only when T[＋
tense] in L need not obligatorily check/value nominative Case: if T[＋
tense] in L is obliged to check/value nominative Case (i.e., L is a non-
null-subject language under Safir-Ura’s assumption), there is no way for
a tensed clause to have non-nominative DP as SUBJECT, resulting in un-
avoidable crash. Given this assumption, it is possible that T’s EPP in a
null-subject language LN attracts a DP with non-nominative Case to the
Spec of T[＋tense], resulting in the emergence of the DSC in LN, because
the Spec of T[＋tense] is supposed to be the syntactic locus of subjec-
thood (Chomsky 1981; Marantz 1984; Ura 1996, 2000a).
The above explains why the statement in (9) below holds univer-
sally true:
( 9 ) DSC appears in a language L only if L is a null-subject language;
for, the non-null-subject languages, in which T[＋tense] inevita-
bly attracts a DP with nominative Case, cannot tolerate non-
nominative DP as SUBJECT.
Nevertheless, the issue remains to be clarified as to whether the DSC
appears in L if L is a null-subject language.
2. Impersonals in Japanese
In this section we will run a detailed analysis of the construction involv-
ing the verb omowe(r) in Japanese, which takes both a dative-marked
experiencer and a small clause as its arguments. As our discussion pro-
ceeds, it will turn out that this construction has a very peculiar charac-
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teristics that provides a clue to the problems raised at the end of the
preceding section.
Now let us look at the following examples:
(10) a. John-ni [SC Mary-ga ijiwaru-ni] omowe-ta.
-DAT -NOM unkind-be(INF) seem-PAST
Lit. ‘It seemed John(DAT) [Mary(NOM) (to be) unkind].’
b. John-ni [SC Mary -ga utsukusi-ku] omowe-ta.
-DAT -NOM beautiful-be(INF) seem-PAST
Lit. ‘It seemed John(DAT) [Mary(NOM) (to be) beautiful].’
As shown in (10), the verb omowe(r) takes a dative-marked experiencer
(hereafter, EX) and a small clause complement.3 Of particular interest
to our concern here is the fact that the logical subject in the small
clause complement of this verb is marked as nominative. This may come
as a surprise, given the well-established claim that no nominative Case
is available within an infinitival clause in Japanese (see Takezawa 1987
for extensive discussion). Consider the examples in (11), in which the
verb kanji(r), which has a meaning very similar to the one of omowe(r),
is involved:
(11) a. *John-ga [SC Mary-ga ijiwaru-ni / utsukusi-ku] kanji-ta.
-NOM -NOM unkind-be(INF)/beatiful-be(INF) feel-PAST
Lit. ‘John(NOM) felt [Mary(NOM) (to be) unkind/beautiful].’
b. John-ga [SC Mary-o ijiwaru-ni / utsukusi-ku] kanji-ta.
-NOM -ACC unkind-be(INF)/beatiful-be(INF) feel-PAST
Lit. ‘John(NOM) felt [Mary(ACC) (to be) unkind/beautiful].’
In Japanese, just as in English, epistemic verbs such as kanji(r) ‘feel’ or
omo(w) ‘think’ can take an infinitival complement clause. Whereas the
logical subject in the small clause selected by such a predicate can be
marked as accusative as shown by the well-formedness of (11b),4 it can-
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not be marked as nominative as shown by the ill-formedness of (11a).
From the contrast between (11a) and (11b), it seems natural to conclude
(following Takezawa 1987) that nominative Case is not licensed within
an infinitival clause owing to the lack of T[＋tense] in any infinitival
clause in Japanese.
Then, how can the nominative-marked DP within the infinitival
clause selected by omowe(r) in (10a) survive? Given the above observa-
tion that no nominative Case is generally available within an infinitival
clause in Japanese, it follows that the nominative Case in (10) is li-
censed somehow by T[＋tense] in the matrix clause, which is hypotheti-
cally the sole locus of nominative Case in Japanese (see Takezawa 1987,
Ueda 1990, and Ura 1996, 2000a). To see how the nominative-marked
DP within the infinitival clause in (10) is syntactically related to the
matrix T[＋tense], let us consider what structure the construction with
omowe(r) has. To settle this question is to reveal that the dative EX in
the OC does not assume subjecthood; hence, the question bears signifi-
cantly on the main matter of concern in this paper.
2. 1. Syntactic Derivation of Omowe(r)
First, let us consider where the logical subject within the small clause
in (10) is located. At first glance there seem to be two possibilities con-
ceivable. It seems possible that the construction involving omowe(r)
looks like the English raising construction, or it seems also possible that
it looks like the Icelandic raising construction. If it is to be assimilated
to the English raising construction (cf. (12a) below), the nominative-
marked DP in the small clause undergoes subject-raising (i.e., overt A-
movement) to the Spec of T[＋tense] in the matrix clause over the da-
tive EX, which is presumably base-generated as an internal argument
of omowe(r). This derivation can be depicted as in (12b):
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(12) a. [TP Maryk [VP seems to John [tk to be unkind]]].
b. [TP Mary-gak [VP John-ni [SC tk ijiwaru-ni] omowe] -ta].
-NOM -DAT unkind-be(INF) seem -PAST
Note, here, that the order of the dative-marked EX and the nominative-
marked DP of the small clause in (10a) (repeated as (13) below) is in-
verted in (12b); nevertheless, (12b) as well as (10a) is grammatical:
(13) John-ni [SC Mary-ga ijiwaru-ni] omowe-ta.
-DAT -NOM unkind-be(INF) seem-PAST
Under the analysis which assimilates the Japanese raising construction
to the English one, the basic word order must be the one shown in (12b)
and the word order shown in (13) is derivative from the basic one by
scrambling the dative EX to the sentence-initial position, as illustrated
in (14):
(14) [TP John-nij [TP Mary-gak [VP tj [SC tk ijiwaru-ni] omowe]-ta]].
-DAT -NOM unkind-be(INF) seem -PAST
The important point is that the nominative DP in the small clause of
the OC counts as SUBJECT under the English-type raising analysis of
the OC.
On the other hand, under the Icelandic-type raising analysis of the
OC, the nominative DP in the small clause of the OC stays within the
clause, and the dative-marked EX, instead, moves up to the Spec of T[＋
tense] in the matrix clause.5 The derivation of the Icelandic raising con-
struction is illustrated in (15a):
(15) a. [TP Mérk [VP vir ist tk [SC Haraldur hafa gert  tetta vel]]].
Me(DAT) seem(3 SG) Harald(NOM) have(INF) done this well
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b. [TP John-nik [VP tk [SC Mary-ga ijiwaru-ni] omowe] -ta].
-DAT -NOM unkind-be(INF) seem -PAST
It is especially remarkable that, under this analysis, the dative EX ar-
gument of omowe(r) counts as SUBJECT, occupying the Spec of T[＋
tense] in the matrix clause. It is a well-known fact that Icelandic allows
the DSC (see, among others, Andrews 1982 and Sigur sson 1992 for Ice-
landic). Then, the hypothetical analysis of the OC illustrated in (15b)
seems plausible, because (15b) can be regarded as a kind of the DSC.6
In addition, the basic word order of the OC under this analysis must be
the one shown in (15b) (＝ (13)), and the word order shown in (12b),
which is also acceptable, is derivative from the basic one by scrambling
the nominative-marked DP of the infinitival clause to the sentence-
initial position, as illustrated below:
(16) [TP Mary-gaj [TP John-nik [VP tk [SC tj ijiwaru-ni] omowe]-ta]].
-NOM -DAT unkind-be(INF) seem -PAST
In the next subsection we will distinguish the analysis illustrated in
(12b) and the one illustrated in (15b).
2. 2. Non-Raising over the Dative EX
Now let us examine which one of the two analyses outlined in the previ-
ous subsection is proper for describing the derivation of the OC in Japa-
nese.
Takezawa (1993) convincingly shows that the nominative-marked
DP within the infinitival complement clause selected by omowe(r) does
not move up over the dative EX to the matrix subject position; that is to
say, it is not the case that the OC is derived in the same way as the
English one. His arguments against the analysis which assimilates the
OC to the English raising construction (as illustrated in (12), repeated
as (17) below) can be summarized as follows.
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(17) a. [TP Maryk [VP seems to John [tk to be unkind]]].
b. [TP Mary-gak [VP John-ni [SC tk ijiwaru-ni] omowe]-ta].
-NOM -DAT unkind-be(INF) seem -PAST
Lit. ‘Maryk seemed to John [tk to be unkind].’
First, we predict, if this analysis is right in assuming that the
nominative-marked DP of the small clause complement is moved over
the dative-marked EX to the Spec of T[＋tense] in the matrix clause,
that it can bind zibun, which requires subjecthood of its binder in addi-
tion to c-commanding. Because, under this analysis, Mary(NOM) in (17b)
is located at the Spec of T[＋tense] in the matrix clause, it is predicted
that it can bind the subject-oriented anaphor zibun which is embedded
within the dative EX in (18) below:
(18) *[TP Maryj-gak [VP [DP zibunj-no koibito]-ni [SC tk ijiwaru-ni] omowe]
-NOM SELF-GEN lover -DAT unkind-be(INF) seem
-ta].
-PAST
Lit. ‘Maryj seemed to SELFj’s lover [t to be unkind].’
The ill-formedness of (18) shows that Mary(NOM) in (18) does not occupy
the Spec of T in the matrix clause, contrary to the prediction; conse-
quently, it turns out that Mary(NOM) in (18) does not move from the
small clause over the dative EX in the OC. Rather, it seems as if Mary
(NOM) in (18) undergoes scrambling from the infinitival clause over the
dative EX to the sentence-initial position. A scrambled DP cannot bind
zibun if the DP is originated from a position that is c-commanded by
the phrase that contains zibun, as shown in (19a):
(19) a. *[TP Maryj-ok [TP [DP zibunj-no koibito]-ga [VP tk hihansi]-ta]].
-ACC SELF-GEN lover -NOM criticize -PAST
Lit. ‘Maryj, SELFj’s lover criticized t.’
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b. [TP [DP zibunj-no koibito]-ok [TP Maryj-ga [VP tk hihansi]-ta]].
SELF-GEN lover -ACC -NOM criticize -PAST
Lit. ‘[SELFj’s lover], Maryj criticized t.’
On the other hand, the subject-oriented anaphor zibun that is contained
within a scrambled phrase can be bound by a DP that c-commands the
original position of the scrambled phrase, as shown by the well-
formedness of (19b). From this observation in addition to other observa-
tions,7 Takezawa (1993) concludes that the nominative-marked DP that
is located at the sentence-initial position in the OC that has the struc-
ture illustrated in (20) undergoes scrambling, but not raising.
(20) [TP DP(NOM)k [VP EX(DAT) [SC tk adjective-be(INF)] omowe]-TENS].
2. 3. Raising in Japanese
It is very important to notice, here, that the above conclusion does not
indicate that Japanese always disallows raising from an infinitival com-
plement clause to the Spec of T[＋tense] in the matrix clause. Consider
the following examples:
(21) a. [TP John-ga [VP [SC Mary-o ijiwaru-ni] kanji]-ta].
-NOM -ACC unkind-be(INF) feel -PAST
Lit. ‘John(NOM) felt [Mary(ACC) to be unkind].’
b. [TP Mary-gak [VP John-niyotte [SC tk ijiwaru-ni] kanjir-are]-ta.
-NOM -by unkind-be(INF) feel-PASS -PAST
Lit. ‘Mary(NOM)k was felt by John [tk (to be) unkind].’
c. [TP Mary-gak [VP [DP zibunj-no koibito]-niyotte [SC tk ijiwaru-ni]
-NOM SELF-GEN lover -by unkind-be(INF)
kanjir-are]-ta.
feel-PASS-PAST
Lit. ‘Maryj(NOM) was felt by SELFj’s lover [t (to be) unkind].’
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At the beginning of §3 it was observed that the epistemic verb kanji(r)
‘feel’ can take a small clause complement with the logical subject of the
clause being marked as accusative, as illustrated in (21a). If the passive
morpheme -(r)are is attached to this verb, the logical subject of the
small clause moves up to the dethematized subject position in the ma-
trix clause and receives nominative Case from T[＋tense] in the matrix
clause (see Takezawa 1987, Ura 1994, and Takamine 2000), as illus-
trated in (21b). Moreover, let us assume, following Kuroda’s (1979) origi-
nal insight, that the Agent argument of the epistemic verb, accompanied
with the postposition -niyotte ‘by’, remains within the VP when it is de-
thematized by the attachment of the passive morpheme to the verb (see,
also, Watanabe 1996 for relevant discussion). This is illustrated in (22):
(22) [TP DP(NOM)k [VP AGENT-by [SC tk adjective-be(INF)] kanji-PASS]-TENS].
Now the well-formedness of (21c), where the subject-oriented anaphor is
properly bound by DP(NOM) (which is supposed to be originated within
the small clause), confirms that DP(NOM) undergoes subject-raising: it
moves out of the small clause to the Spec of T[＋tense] in the matrix
clause. Compare the well-formed example in (21c) with the ill-formed
one in (18), repeated below as (23):
(23) *[TP Maryj-gak [VP [DP zibunj-no koibito]-ni [SC tk
-NOM SELF-GEN lover -DAT
ijiwaru-ni] omowe] -ta].
unkind-be(INF) seem -PAST
Lit. ‘Maryj seemed to SELFj’s lover [t to be unkind].’
Although the structure of (21c) seemingly looks very similar to that of
(23), they differ definitely from each other in their grammaticality. This
lends support to Takezawa’s (1993) conclusion that the nominative-
marked DP that is located at the sentence-initial position in the OC,
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which has the structure illustrated in (20) above, does not undergo
subject-raising.
Takezawa (1993) adds two other pieces of evidence against the
analysis which assimilates the OC to the English raising construction:
(I) evidence concerning quantifier scope; and (II) evidence concerning
the Japanese reciprocal anaphor otagai. Due to the limitation of the
space, we omit citing his argument based on (II), referring the reader to
Takezawa (1993). His argument based on (I) comes from examples such
as in (24):
(24) a. Daremo-ga dareka-ni ijiwaru-ni omowe-ta.
everyone-NOM someone-DAT unkind-be(INF) seem-PAST
Lit. ‘Everyonek seemed to someone [tk to be unkind].’
b. Dareka-ni daremo-ga ijiwaru-ni omowe-ta.
someone-DAT everyone-NOM unkind-be(INF) seem-PAST
Lit. ‘It seemed to someone [everyone to be unkind].’
Under the English-type raising analysis of the OC, the examples in
(24a,b) have the structures in which the universally-quantified nomina-
tive DP undergoes A-movement from the position that is c-commanded
by the original position of the existentially-quantified dative DP, and
the examples in (24b) alone has another operation through which the
existentially-quantified dative DP undergoes scrambling to the sentence-
initial position.
Given Aoun & Li’s (1993) Scope Principle, which states that α
takes wide scope over β iff α c-commands a member of a chain headed
by β , it is predicted, under the English-type raising analysis of the OC,
that (24a) and (24b) are both ambiguous in terms of the interpretation
concerning the scope of the quantifiers involved. Contrary to this predic-
tion, however, the fact is that (24a) is ambiguous and (24b) is unambi-
guous: whereas either of the universal quantifier or the existential
quantifier can take wide scope over the other in (24a), it is only the ex-
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istential quantifier that can take wide scope in (24b). This indicates
that the nominative-marked DP originated within the small clause does
not move over the dative EX in the OC; to put it differently, the fact
shown in (24) discredits the English-type raising analysis of the OC.
Therefore, it is concluded that the nominative-marked DP within the
small clause of omowe(r) does not undergo subject-raising over the da-
tive EX in the OC; that is, it does not occupy the Spec of T[＋tense].
To sum up, the observations made so far in this section dispute the
claim that the OC is to be assimilated to the English raising construc-
tion; that is to say, the nominative-marked DP originated within the
small clause selected by omowe(r) does not undergo subject-raising over
the dative EX of omowe(r). Therefore, the conclusion is that the
nominative-marked DP in the OC does not count as SUBJECT in this
construction.
2. 4. Dative Subject?
Now that the OC is not to be assimilated to the English raising con-
struction, the claim that it is to be assimilated to the Icelandic raising
construction may count as a plausible alternative. According to this
claim, the derivation of the OC looks like (25):
(25) [TP EX(DAT)k [VP tk [SC DP(NOM) adjective-be(INF)] omowe]-TENS]
Thus, the basic word order must be EX(DAT)-DP(NOM), and the reverse
order must be derivative from (25) by scrambling the nominative-
marked DP within the infinitival clause to the sentence-initial position,
as illustrated in (26):
(26) [TP DP(NOM)j [TP EX(DAT)k [VP tk [SC tj adjective-be(INF)] omowe]-TENS]]
In the previous subsection, we observed several pieces of evidence which
indicate that the nominative DP originated within the small clause in
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the OC undergoes scrambling but not subject-raising, so that the analy-
sis outlined in (25) and (26), according to which the sentence-initial
nominative DP is moved by scrambling out of the infinitival clause,
sounds more plausible. Nevertheless, it will be shown, in this subsec-
tion, that this analysis, too, is discredited by empirical facts; more spe-
cifically, it will be demonstrated that the dative EX of omowe(r), unlike
the dative EX in the Icelandic raising construction, does not move to the
Spec of T[＋tense] in the matrix clause.
Let us take a look at (27) below, which exemplifies the Icelandic
raising construction with the dative EX of a raising predicate:
(27) Icelandic
[TP Mérk [VP vir ist tk [SC Haraldur hafa gert  etta vel]]].
Me(DAT) seem(3 SG) Harald(NOM) have(INF) done this well
Lit. ‘To Mary seems [Harald to have done this well].’
It is commonly held (see Zaenen et al. 1985; Sigur sson 1989, 1992,
1996; Taraldsen 1995; McGinnis 1998; inter alia) that the dative EX in
(27), which is base-generated within the VP of the raising verb, under-
goes raising to the Spec of T[＋tense]. That is to say, the dative EX in
the Icelandic raising construction is moved by A-movement, but not by
some stylistic rule, to the Spec of T[＋tense]; as a result, it assumes
subjecthood. This is not at all surprising, given the well-known fact that
Icelandic allows the DSC (see Andrews 1982, Sigur sson 1989, and Ura
2000a).
It is important to recall, here, that Japanese, too, allows the DSC,
as observed in §1 above. It is therefore natural to conjecture that the
dative EX of the OC, just as in the case of the Icelandic raising con-
struction, undergoes raising to the Spec of T[＋tense], as illustrated in
(28):
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(28) [TP John-nik [VP tk [SC Mary-ga ijiwaru-ni] omower]-ta].
-DAT -NOM unkind-be(INF) seem -PAST
Lit. ‘To John seemed [Mary (to be) unkind].’
In fact, Takezawa (1998) and Ura (1999b) present this line of analysis
for the derivation of the OC by regarding the OC with the dative EX as
a kind of the DSC, the analysis which we will dispute in what follows in
this subsection.
Since this analysis maintains that the dative EX of omowe(r) occu-
pies the Spec of T[＋tense], it is expected that the dative EX in this con-
struction has subjecthood, just as in the case where the dative EX of a
stative/potential predicate has subjecthood in the Japanese DSC, as we
observed in §1. Contrary to this expectation, however, there are several
pieces of evidence which indicate that the dative EX of the OC has no
subjecthood; whence, it does not count as SUBJECT in this construction.
First, let us compare (29), an instance of the OC including the da-
tive EX, with (30), a typical instance of the Japanese DSC.
(29) * [[PROk mizu-o yari]-nagara], [Maryk-ni [SC hana-ga
water-ACC pour -while -DAT flowers-NOM
utsukusi-ku] omowe-ta].
beautiful-be(INF) seem-PAST
Lit. ‘While PROk pouring water, flowers seemed to Maryk [to be
beautiful].’
(30) [[PROk mizu-o yari]-nagara], [Maryk-ni hana-ga
water-ACC pour -while -DAT flowers-NOM
tsum-er-u] (koto)
pick-POT-PRES fact
Lit. ‘While PROk pouring water, Maryk can pick flowers.’
As argued in §1, the ability to control PRO in the nagara-clause is a
GFSUBJECT (Perlmutter 1984), and the well-formedness of (30) indicates
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that the dative EX of a stative/potential predicate in the Japanese DSC
counts as SUBJECT. In contrast, the dative EX of omowe(r) cannot con-
trol PRO in the nagara-clause, as shown in the ill-formedness of (29);
whence, the conclusion follows that the dative EX of the OC, unlike the
dative EX of the normal DSC in Japanese, does not occupy the Spec of T
[＋tense].
This conclusion is further reinforced by the well-formedness of (31)
below, in which the nominative-marked Agent of the ECM verb kanji(r)
‘feel’ can control the missing subject of the -nagara clause:
(31) [[PROk mizu-o yari] -nagara], [Maryk-ga [SC hana-o
water-ACC pour-while -NOM flowers-ACC
utsukusi-ku] kanjir-ta].
beautiful-be(INF) feel-PASS
Lit. ‘While PROk pouring water, Maryk felt [flowers to be beautiful].’
Although (31) has a structure very similar to (29), (31) but not (29) is
acceptable.
Secondly, the OC contrasts with the Japanese normal DSC in the
respect that the dative EX in the former can never launch a floating
quantifier, as shown by the ill-formedness of (32a), which is supposed to
be derivative from the well-formed example in (32b) by floating the
quantifier out of the dative EX of omowe(r) :
(32) a. *[koko-no daigakuinsei]-ni sannin [SC
here-GEN graduatestudents -DAT three
kechuago-ga muzukasi-ku] omower-ta.
Quechua-NOM difficult-be(INF) seem-PAST
Lit. ‘To graduate students here seemed three [Quechua to be
difficult].’
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Lit. ‘It seemed to three graduate students here [Quechua to
be difficult].’
The fact that the example in (33a) below is far better than the one in
(32a) indicates that the dative EX in the Japanese normal DSC can
launch a floating quantifier:8
(33) a. [Koko-no daigakuinsei]-ni sannin kechuago-ga
here-GEN graduatestudents-DAT three Quechua-NOM
hanas-er-u (koto)
speak-POT-PAST fact
Lit. ‘Graduate students here are three able to speak Quechua.’
b. [Koko-no sannin-no daigakuinsei] -ni kechuago-ga
here-GEN three-GEN graduatestudents-DAT Quechua-NOM
hanas-er-u (koto)
speak-POT-PAST fact
Lit. ‘Three graduate students here are able to speak Quechua.’
It is important to notice that, if it were true that the dative EX of the
OC has subjecthood, (32a) would be as acceptable as (33a) or (34) below,
in which the nominative-marked Agent of the ECM verb kanji(r) ‘feel’
launches a floating quantifier:9
(34) [koko-no daigakuinsei] -ga sannin [SC kechuago-o muzukasi-ku]
here-GEN graduatestudents-NOM three Quechua-ACC difficult-be(INF)
kanjir-ta.
feel-PAST
Lit. ‘Graduate students here three felt [Quechua to be difficult].’
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Although the structure of (34) is very similar to that of (32a) except in
terms of the case array, their acceptabilities radically differ. Therefore,
the contrast between (32a) and (33a)/(34) shows that the dative EX in
the OC, unlike the one in the Japanese normal DSC, does not have sub-
jecthood; consequently, it turns out that the dative EX of the OC does
not occupy the Spec of T[＋tense].
Thirdly, the OC contrasts with the Japanese normal DSC in the re-
spect that the dative EX in the former can never launch possessor-
raising, as shown by the ill-formedness of (35a), which is supposed to be
derived from the well-formed example in (35b) by moving the possessor
out of the dative EX of omowe(r) :10
(35) a. *Mary-gak [tk imooto]-ni [SC kechuago-ga muzukasi-ku]
-NOM sister -DAT Quechua-NOM difficult-be(INF)
omower-ta.
seem-PAST ‘same as (35b) below’
b. [Mary-no imooto]-ni [SC kechuago-ga muzukasi-ku]
-GEN sister -DAT Quechua-NOM difficult-be(INF)
omower-ta.
seem-PAST
Lit. ‘To Mary’s sister seemed [Quechua to be difficult].’
The fact that the example in (36a) below is far less degraded than the
one in (35a) indicates that the dative EX in the Japanese normal DSC
can (marginally) launch possessor-raising:11
(36) a.?Mary-gak [tk imooto]-ni kechuago-ga hanas-er-u (koto)
-NOM sister -DAT Quechua-NOM speak-POT-PAST fact
‘same as (36 b) below’
b. [Mary-no imooto]-ni kechuago-ga hanas-er-u (koto)
-GEN sister -DAT Quechua-NOM speak-POT-PAST fact
Lit. ‘Mary’s sister is able to speak Quechua.’
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Again, it is important to notice that, if it were true that the dative EX
in the OC has subjecthood, (35a) would be as acceptable as (36a) or
(37a) below, in which the nominative-marked Agent of the ECM verb
kanji(r) ‘feel’ launches possessor-raising:
(37) a. [kono daigaku] -gak [tk gakusei]-ga [SC
this university-NOM students -NOM
kechuago-o muzukasi-ku] kanjir-ta.
Quechua-ACC difficult-be(INF) feel-PAST
‘same as (37b) below’
b. [[kono daigaku] -no gakusei] -ga [SC kechuago-o muzukasi-ku]
this university-GEN students -NOM Quechua-ACC difficult-be(INF)
kanjir-ta
feel-PAST
Lit. ‘Students at this university felt [Quechua to be difficult].’
The contrast between (35a) and (36a)/(37a) shows, once again, that the
dative EX in the OC, unlike the one in the Japanese normal DSC, does
not have subjecthood. This confirms the claim that the dative EX in the
OC does not occupy the Spec of T[＋tense].
Fourthly, the OC contrasts with the Japanese normal DSC in the
respect that the dative EX in the former can never induce subject-
honorification, as shown by the ill-formedness of (38):
(38)* Yamada-sensei-ni [SC kechuago-ga muzukasi-ku]
Prof. Yamada-DAT Quechua-NOM difficult-be(INF)
o-omowe-ni nar-ta.
HON-seem-to become-PAST
Lit. ‘To Prof.Yamada seemed [Quechua to be difficult].’
(cf. okYamada-sensei-ga [SC kechuago-o muzukasi-ku]
Prof. Yamada-NOM Quechua-ACC difficult-be(INF)
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o-omowi-ni nar-ta.
HON-think-to become-PAST
‘Prof.Yamada considered [Quechua to be difficult].’)
It is remarkable that the example in (38) is definitely degraded than the
one in (39) below, which illustrates, as observed in §1 above, that the
dative EX in the Japanese normal DSC successfully induces subject-
honorification:
(39) Yamada-sensei-ni kechuago-ga o-hanasi-ni nar-er-u
Prof. Yamada-DAT Quechua-NOM HON-write-to become-POT-PRES
(koto)
fact
‘Prof.Yamada can speak Quechua.’
Again, it is important to notice that, if it were true that the dative EX
in the OC has subjecthood, (38) would be as acceptable as (39) or (40)
below, in which the nominative-marked Agent of the ECM verb kanji(r)
‘feel’ induces subject-honorification:
(40) Yamada-sensei-ga [SC kechuago-o muzukasi-ku]
Prof. Yamada-NOM Quechua-ACC difficult-be(INF)
o-kanji-ni nar-ta.
HON-feel-to become-PAST
‘Prof.Yamada felt [Quechua to be difficult].’
The contrast between (38) and (39)/(40) shows, again, that the dative
EX in the OC, unlike the one in the Japanese normal DSC, does not
have subjecthood. This also confirms the claim that the dative EX in the
OC does not occupy the Spec of T[＋tense].
Fifthly, the OC contrasts with the Japanese normal DSC in the re-
spect that the dative EX in the former can never facilitate the reciprocal
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interpretation for the verbal affix -aw,12 as shown by the ill-formedness
of (41):
(41) *[John to Mary]-ni [SC otagai-ga tanomosi-ku]
and -DAT each other-NOM faithful-be(INF)
omowe-aw-teir-ta (koto)
seem-RECIP-PPRG-PAST fact
Lit. ‘To John and Maryare seeming [each other to be faithful].’
(cf. ok [John to Mary]-ga [SC otagai-o tanomosi-ku]
and -NOM each other-ACC faithful-be(INF)
omowi-aw-teir-ta (koto)
think-RECIP-PPRG-PAST fact
Lit. ‘John and Mary considered [each other to be faithful].’)
It is noteworthy that the example in (41) is quite degraded than the one
in (42) below, which illustrates that the dative EX in the Japanese nor-
mal DSC can successfully facilitate the reciprocal interpretation for the
verbal affix -aw:
(42) [John to Mary]-ni otagai-ga wakari-aw-er-teir-ta
and -DAT each other-NOM understand-RECIP-POT-PROG-PAST
(koto)
fact
‘John and Mary could be thoughtful about each other.’
It should be noted that, if it were true that the dative EX in the OC has
subjecthood, (41) would be as acceptable as (42) or (43) below, in which
the nominative-marked Agent of the ECM verb kanji(r) ‘feel’ can suc-
cessfully facilitate the reciprocal interpretation for the verbal affix -aw:
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(43) [John to Mary]-ga [SC otagai-o omosiro-ku]
and -NOM each other-ACC interesting-be(INF)
kanji-aw-teir-ta (koto)
feel-RECIP-PROG-PAST
Lit. ‘John and Taro are feeling [each other to be interesting].’
The contrast between (41) and (42)/(43) shows, again, that the dative
EX in the OC, unlike the one in the Japanese normal DSC, does not
have subjecthood. This confirms, again, the claim that the dative EX in
the OC does not occupy the Spec of T[＋tense].
To recapitulate, the five observations carried out in this subsection
discard the claim that the OC is to be assimilated to the Icelandic rais-
ing construction, in which the dative EX occupies the Spec of T[＋tense],
resulting in its subjecthood; more importantly in this paper, this indi-
cates that the dative EX in the OC does not occupy the Spec of T[＋
tense] and it does not count as SUBJECT in this construction.13
2. 5. Third Possibility: Impersonals
In §3.3, we reached the conclusion that the nominative-marked DP
within the infinitival clause of the OC does not occupy the Spec of T[＋
tense], resulting in its non-subjecthood. The conclusion that we reached
in §3.4 was that the dative EX of omowe(r), too, does not occupy the
Spec of [＋tense], resulting in its non-subjecthood. Now, juxtaposing
these two conclusions, we have arrived at the conclusion that the Spec
of T[＋tense] in the clause whose main predicate is omowe(r) with the
dative EX is filled with no morphophonologically overt element, as illus-
trated in (41):14
(44) [TP △ [VP EX(DAT) [SC DP(NOM) adjective-be(INF)] omower]-TENS].
Taking (45a) for an instance of the OC with the dative EX, we get (45b)
as its syntactic structure:
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(45) a. John-ni Mary-ga ijiwaru-ni omower-ta.
-DAT -NOM unkind-be(INF) seem-PAST
‘It seemed to John(DAT) [Mary(NOM) (to be) unkind].’
b. [TP △ [VP John-ni [SC Mary-ga ijiwaru-ni] omowe]-ta].
Given Chomsky’s (2000) hypothesis that EPP is universally effective, it
is possible to postulate that the vacant Spec of T[＋tense] in (44) and
(45b) is syntactically filled with a morphophonologically null expletive,
which can be regarded as a null counterpart of the English it, just as in
the case of the stative/potential construction with a dative EX in Malay-
alam/Kannada where the expletive pro occupies the Spec of T[＋tense],
as outlined in §2 above.
Now we have come to the significant conclusion that the peculiar
verb omowe(r) in Japanese constitutes a kind of impersonal construc-
tion where the expletive pro occupies the Spec of T[＋tense] with nei-
ther the nominative DP within the small clause selected by the verb nor
the dative EX of the verb having subjecthood. This finally leads us to
the ultimate conclusion that the EPP is, indeed, effective in Japanese.
3. Conclusion
In this paper we investigated some theoretical issues concerning the
syntactic nature of the OC in Japanese, and demonstrated, through re-
vealing that the construction under investigation should count as an im-
personal construction where the Spec of T is filled with the null exple-
tive, that the EPP is effective in Japanese.
There remain several problems to be clarified concerning the gen-
eral issue about the EPP and the impersonal construction; however, we
will leave it to future research to pursue those problem.
Appendix: Zibun-binding
In this appendix, we will argue that the dative EX in the OC does not
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have the ability to bind a subject-oriented anaphor. Nonetheless, it
seems prima facie true that the dative EX in the OC can be coreferen-
tial with zibun, as indicated by the acceptability of the following exam-
ples:
(A1) a. Tarok-ni [ zibunk-ga nasakena-ku] omower-u koto
-DAT SELF-NOM pitiful-COP(INF) seem-PRES fact
Lit. ‘the fact that it seems Tarok(DAT) [SELFk(NOM) (to be) pitiful]’
b. Hanakok-ni [ zibunk-ga tensai-ni] omower-u koto
-DAT SELF-NOM genius-COP(INF) seem-PRES fact
Lit. ‘the fact that it seems Hanakok(DAT) [SELFk(NOM) to be a genius]’
This fact parallels the observed fact concerning the Japanese DSC, in
which the dative EX can be coreferential with zibun, as indicated by the
acceptability of the following examples:
(A2) a. Tarok-ni zibunk-ga nikum-e-na-i koto
-DAT SELF-NOM hateful-POT-NOT-PRES fact
Lit. ‘the fact that Tarok is not hateful to SELFk’
b. Hanakok-ni zibunk-ga yoku wakar-u koto
-DAT SELF-NOM well undestand-PRES fact
Lit. ‘the fact that Hanakok understands SELFk well’
As argued in §1.1, the acceptability of (A2) evidences the claim that the
dative EX in the Japanese DSC assumes subjecthood; for, we regard the
ability to bind a subject-oriented anaphor as a GFSUBJECT. Hence, the ac-
ceptability of (A1) seems to indicate that the dative EX in the OC, too,
assumes subjecthood, contrary to our conclusion in §3.4 that it never
counts as SUBJECT.
Indeed, we admit that it is true that the logophoric coreference be-
tween the dative EX and zibun is materialized in (A1), but we are going
to show that the syntactic binding between the dative EX and zibun in
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(A1) is not accomplished, though the syntactic binding between the da-
tive EX and zibun in (A2) is successfully fulfilled. That is to say, we are
arguing that the dative EX in the OC does not have the ability to bind
a subject-oriented anaphor in syntax; accordingly, it does not have sub-
jecthood, as concluded above.
It has sometimes been pointed out (see Iida 1996, Abe 1997, and
Oshima 2004 (cf., also, Sells 1987)) that zibun can be coreferential
either with a non-c-commanding antecedent or with a non-subject ante-
cedent (i.e., zibun as a logophor). Along the line of analysis suggested by
Reinhart (1983), Lebeaux (1984), and Heim (1998), we propose, here, to
utilize the bound-variable test in order to discern whether a given in-
stance of zibun is used anaphorically in syntax or logophorically in dis-
course: according to Heim’s (1998) reinterpretation of Reinhart’s (1983)
observation about anaphoric binding, an anaphor’s interpretation as a
bound variable results solely from its success in syntactic binding. Thus,
to detect whether a given instance of zibun can be interpreted as a
bound variable or not is to discover whether it is a subject-oriented ana-
phor in syntax or a logophor in discourse (cf. Ishino and Ura 2010).
Now let us consider the following examples:
(A3) a. Tarok-ni-dake [ zibunk-ga nasakena-ku] omower-u (koto)
-DAT-only SELF-NOM pitiful-COP(INF) seem-PRES fact
(i) The person that thinks [Taro is pitiful] is Taro only.
(ii) *The person(x) that thinks [x is pitiful] is Taro only.
b. Hanakok-ni-dake [ zibunk-ga tensai-ni] omower-u (koto)
-DAT-only SELF-NOM genius-COP(INF) seem-PRES fact
(i) The person that thinks [Hanako is a genius] is Hanako only.
(ii) *The person(x) that thinks [x is a genius] is Hanako only.
(A4) a. Tarok-ni-dake zibunk- ga nikum-e-na-i (koto)
-DAT-only SELF-NOM hateful-POT-NOT-PRES fact
(i) The person to whom Taro is not hateful is Taro only.
(ii) The person(x) to whom x is not hateful is Hanako only.
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b. Hanakok-ni-dake zibunk-ga yoku wakar-u (koto)
-DAT-only SELF-NOM well undestand-PRES fact
(i) The person to whom Hanako is understandable is Taro only.
(ii) The person(x) to whom x is understandable is Hanako only.
As illustrated in (A3a(ii)) and (A3b(ii)), the dative EX in the OC, when
quantified by only, cannot bind zibun as its variable, though zibun can
be logophorically coreferential with it as illustrated in (A3a(i)) and (A3b
(i)). Reinhart-Heim’s hypothesis thus leads us to interpret the fact
shown in (A3) as indicating that the dative EX in the OC cannot bind a
subject-oriented anaphor zibun in syntax; as a consequence, our conclu-
sion framed in §3 is reinforced that the dative EX in the OC has no
subjecthood.
On the other hand, (A4a(ii)) and (A4b(ii)) illustrate that the dative
EX in the Japanese DSC, when quantified by only, can bind zibun as
its variable; consequently, it is concluded that the dative EX in the
Japanese DSC can bind a subject-oriented anaphor zibun in syntax.
This reconfirms the well-established claim (cf. §1) that the dative EX in
the Japanese DSC has subjecthood.
The same conclusion can be reached through analyzing the follow-
ing examples, where a comparative ellipsis is involved:
(A5) Jiro-ni yorimo-tuyoku, Taro-ni zibun-ga nasakena-ku
-DAT than-greater -DAT SELF-NOM pitiful-COP(INF)
omower-u (koto)
seem-PRES fact
Lit. ‘More than Jiro(DAT), it seems Taro(DAT) [that SELF is pitiful].’
(A6) Jiro-ni yorimo-tuyoku, Taro-ni zibun-ga nikum-er-u
-DAT than-greater -DAT SELF-NOM hateful-POT-NOT-PRES
(koto)
fact
Lit. ‘More than Jiro(DAT), Taro(DAT) hates SELF.’
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The fact observable in (A5), an example of the OC, is that sloppy read-
ing is not available: that is, (A5) cannot mean “Taro seems to himself to
be pitiful more than Jiro seems to himself to be pitiful”, though it can
mean that “Taro seems to himself to be pitiful more than Taro seems to
Jiro to be pitiful”. On the other hand, (A6), an example of the Japanese
DSC, allows sloppy reading as well as strict reading: that is, it can
mean “Taro hates himself more than Jiro hates himself” and can mean
“Taro hates himself more than Jiro hates Taro”. According to Hoji
(1998, 2003), the Japanese construction with a comparative ellipsis is
analogous to the English construction with a VP ellipsis in allowing the
“genuine” sloppy reading. In addition, sloppy reading is obtained only
where a variable-binding is involved, as extensively argued in Heim and
Kratzer (1998). Therefore, the fact illustrated in (A5) and (A6) indicates,
under Reinhart-Heim’s hypothesis, that the dative EX in the OC, unlike
the dative EX in the Japanese DSC, cannot bind a subject-oriented ana-
phor in syntax. This, again, reconfirms our conclusion that the dative
EX in the Japanese DSC, but not the dative EX in the OC, has subjec-
thood.
In this appendix section we demonstrated that the dative EX in the
OC cannot bind a subject-oriented anaphor in syntax, despite the exam-
ples in (A1) look as if they seemingly imply that it has the ability to
bind a subject-oriented anaphor, which would indicate, if true, that it
assumes subjecthood, contrary to our conclusion drawn in the preceding
sections.
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Note
1 See Toribio (1990), Ura (1996, 2000a), and Hasegawa (2004) for more
theoretical discussion on this empirical observation.
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2 See Ura (1999a) for more empirical data and theoretical arguments on
Japanese (and Korean) DSC.
3 It might be possible to analyze this verb as a complex of the verb omo(w)
‘think’ and the potential suffix -e(r) (see Takezawa 1993, 1998 for discussion). As
will be evident later in this paper, however, the syntactic property of omowe(r) is
not the one that we expect by regarding it as such a complex. It is also important
to note that, as Takezawa (1993) points out, omowe(r) does not have the meaning
of potentiality. Incidentally, in addition to omowe(r), there are a few predicates
that can take an EX argument plus a small clause complement in Japanese (e.g.,
mie(r) ‘look like’ and kikoe(r) ‘sound like’) Takezawa (1993) calls the construction
with this kind of predicate “spontaneous construction”, which is called “OC” in
this paper. For a list of this kind of predicates, see Takezawa (1993, 1998).
4 It is probable that this construction should be assimilated to the English
ECM construction with a small clause. See Kikuchi and Takahashi (1991) for
relevant discussion.
5 For detailed discussion on the Icelandic raising construction, see Thrains-
son (1979), among many others, where it is shown, with ample data, that the da-
tive EX occupies the matrix subject position in the Icelandic raising construction.
Cf., also, Sigur sson (1989, 1996) and Hiraiwa (2005) for supporting evidence.
6 In fact, Takezawa (1998) analyzes the OC with the dative EX as a kind
of the DSC in Japanese. Later in this section, however, we will argue that his
analysis is beside the point in this respect.
7 See Takezawa (1993) for discussion on several pieces of evidence against
the English-type raising analysis of the OC, one of which we will return to in the
next subsection.
8 It is true that it has occasionally been held in the literature (e.g., Kag-
eyama 1978 and Takezawa 1987) that quantifier floating seems impossible in the
Japanese DSC, but (33a) and its kindred examples sound perfect to my ear, and
all informants whom I consulted have agreed that those examples are perfect or
slightly marginal, and that (32a) and its kindred examples sound much worse
than them. See Ura (1999a, 2000a) for much discussion on this issue.
9 It has been well established in the literature that the ability to launch a
floating quantifier counts as a GFSUBJECT.
10 See Ura (1996) and Hiraiwa (2005) for extensive discussion on possessor
-raising in Japanese. Since Shibatani (1977), it has been established that
possessor-raising in Japanese is possible to take place only from a DP with sub-
jecthood.
11 It is true that some researchers (e.g., Takezawa 1987) hold that
possessor-raising from a dative-marked DP in the Japanese DSC is impossible.
Nonetheless, all the speakers whom I consulted agreed that (36a) is more or less
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acceptable. Importantly, they agreed, at the same time, that (35a) is totally bad.
This is reinforced by Sugimoto’s (1986) report (attributing it to Shibatani (1984))
that the dative EX in the Japanese DSC can launch possessor-raising. Cf. Shi-
batani (1999) and Ura (2000a) for more discussion.
12 See Nishigauchi (1992) for extensive discussion on the syntax and se-
mantics concerning the reciprocal affix -aw, which requires plurality on the sub-
ject of the clause whose main predicate is attached with the reciprocal affix, ac-
cording to Nishigauchi (1992).
13 At this point, one might conjecture what results from testing the subjec-
thood of the dative EX in the OC on the ability to bind a subject-oriented ana-
phor, which has been the most prominent test for the purpose of probing into
subjecthood, as was argued elsewhere in this paper. In fact, related data are
messy and sometimes seem to be dismissive of our conclusion that the dative EX
in the OC does not count as SUBJECT, but an exhaustive and dissectible investi-
gation on the data proves that the dative EX in the OC, unlike the dative EX in
the Japanese normal DSC, cannot syntactically bind a subject-oriented anaphor,
though it can be logophorically coreferential with a subject-oriented anaphor. See
Appendix at the end of this paper, where we will make a comprehensive exami-
nation on related data by making the best use of a test suggested by Lebeaux
(1984) and Heim and Kratzer (1998) to discern whether a given instance of the
interpretive relation between a subject-oriented anaphor and its antecedent is
mediated by a syntactic binding or by a logophoric coreference (cf., also, Reinhart
1983 and Heim 1998).
14 △ stands for a phonologically null element, which corresponds virtually
to pro in the Malayalam/Kannada impersonal construction.
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